
Myostatin - A protein that restrains the 
growth of muscle cells



Develop a New Classroom Consensus Model

Slide A

We have made a lot of progress in our understanding of 
muscles. We need to build our new classroom consensus 
model to show what we figured out.

◉ What components are important to helping 
us understand what causes extra-big 
muscles?

◉ How should we arrange/organize our 
components for our model?

◉ With how we arranged/organized our 
components, what scale are we looking at?
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Review Our Initial Models and Create a New Model

Page 97

Slide C1

Review our initial model that attempted to explain, “How did 
those animals get extra-big muscles?” 

◉ How did those animals get extra-big 
muscles?

➔ You will copy my model as I 

explain it.  MAKE SURE YOU 

COPY EVERY SINGLE 

DETAIL!!!

Create a new model for cattle using the criteria on your 
Gotta-have-it checklist. Use pictures, symbols, and words in 
your model to help represent and further explain this 
phenomenon.

◉ Looking at our initial models and thinking about what we know 
now, how has our thinking changed?

End day 1



100 pt. Assessment Instructions: Create a New Model 

and Explain a Phenomenon

1. Create a new model with an organism that it is not cattle. 
Use pictures, symbols, and words in your model to help 
represent and explain these phenomenon:

How do parents pass traits to their offspring?  How do the 
traits of the offspring determine its phenotype?

2. Write an explanation related to your model.  This part of 
the assessment is on the back of the paper.  Be sure to read 
the entire topic and to use YOUR model as reference!

Turn in your paper when you are finished and get your bonus 
assignment.  

**You may use your ISN and handouts in the folder on this assessment.**



How common are mutations?

Slide D

Vocabulary alert!!!

Mutation - any change that happens to the structure of a 
chromosome that can be passed on to future offspring, but 
wasn’t there before.

Think about the following question.

● Do you think mutations are common or rare? Why?



Navigation

Slide G

As a class:

Our model says that parents pass on the genetic 
information to their kids that gives them their traits. 

● Does this mean that the kids will always look like their 
parents? 

● Will siblings always look like each other?



Observing Siblings
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Here is a cow named Elkie, and below her are her 
siblings. Take some time to individually write 
down what you notice and wonder about them.

WonderNotice

Draw this on page 
98 and record your 
noticings and 
wonderings.ELKIE

ESSEY
(Elkie’s sister)

GRATIN
(Elkie’s brother)

FIONA
(Elkie’s sister)

Observing Siblings



Elkie’s Siblings and Their Family Tree
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ELKIE Elkie’s sister, Essey Elkie’s brother, Gratin Elkie’s sister, Fiona

Important De La Hasse (male) Bringlee Bronwen (female)

Grande De La HasseTetu Des Peupliers Colibri Du Coin Bringlee Sandy


